
Max created collages by cutting 

pictures from old catalogues and 

cheap novels and gluing them onto 

different backgrounds. Some of his 

most imaginative collages appeared in 

a novel in 1934. In the pictures, ladies 

have giant sets of wings, snakes slither 

in bedrooms and a man has the head of 

a lion. In another collage, two birds run 

down a street wearing business suits.

Not long after the exhibition,  
Max moved to Paris to become  
a member of the surrealists.

Max 
Ernst
Max Ernst was born in a 
small village called Brühl in 
Germany in 1891. Growing up 
in a large family, Max’s father 
didn’t take any nonsense from 
Max and his eight brothers 
and sisters. 

When Max was five, he ran away from 

home, but was returned to his family 

by a group of travellers. After World 

War One, Max became friends with the 

surrealist artist Jean Arp. Poets André 

Breton and Tristan Tzara organised 

an exhibition, and they invited Max to 

include his collages. The exhibition was 

a big hit!



Surrealist  
collage
Just like the surrealists, try making your 

own collage by printing the pictures and 

landscapes provided.

Max Ernst was 
fascinated by birds. 
When he was young, he 
had a pink cockatoo as 
a pet. There are many 
birds in his art works. 
He even called himself 
‘Loplop, Bird superior’.

Activity!
You will need:

•  A print out of one of the  

landscape backgrounds

• Print outs of the collage pictures

• Scissors

• Glue stick

Instructions

1  Cut out your selection of pictures, 

being careful to cut as close to the 

outline of the image as possible

2  Spend some time thinking 

about your picture and arrange 

the images over the landscape 

background. Experiment with 

cutting and combining different 

images

3  Glue the images onto the 

landscape. 



Instructions

1  Collect a range of objects and 

materials — ones with textures and 

raised surfaces work best

2  Arrange your collection of materials 

on a table

3  Select one of your objects and put 

a sheet of paper over it

4  Rub the point of your pencil back 

and forth over the paper lightly and 

watch as the textures and patterns 

start to appear

5   Take a look at your rubbing and 

see if the pattern reminds you of 

anything. Maybe you can see an 

animal or a landscape

6   Cut out your rubbings into different 

shapes and glue them onto another 

sheet of paper. Try creating a bird or 

a tree — just like Max used to do.

Frottage
‘Frottage’ is the French word for ‘rubbing’. 

One rainy day at a seaside hotel, Max 

Ernst noticed the pattern in the wooden 

floors. He put his paper on the floor and 

rubbed over it with the point of his pencil. 

He also made rubbings of stale bread 

crumbs, leather, a straw hat and string. 

Max imagined new objects and scenes in 

the textured patterns — wood grain was 

a choppy ocean, and the scaly pattern 

of the brim of a straw hat was tree bark. 

Max used these patterns and textures as 

ideas for many of his drawings, paintings 

and collages.

You will need:

•  Objects and materials with interesting 

textures (coins, leaves, string, wood) 

•  Coloured pencils

•  Paper 

•  Glue stick

• Scissors

Activity!

Here’s a tip!
Experiment with other 
materials that could 
make interesting 
patterns and shapes to 
add to your drawing. 
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